Cancer Care Pathway
Helping our Group Income Protection
customer’s employees access the right
support during cancer treatment and recovery

How do Legal & General customers access the
cancer care pathway?

In the UK, over 100,000 people of working age are diagnosed with cancer each year. And more than 700,000
people of working age are living with a cancer diagnosis. Many will continue to work, after or even through
their treatment. In 2019, of the £64.3m we paid in Group Income Protection claims, cancer was the biggest
cause. It’s clear to see that putting the right support in place for employees diagnosed with cancer, is crucial
for all companies.

Step 1

We place the employee at the heart of our approach. If an employee is diagnosed with cancer, our team
of Rehabilitation Specialists can carry out an assessment, to establish what care pathway would be most
benefcial and appropriate. Our Cancer Care Pathway makes accessing the right resources quick and easy,
from counselling sessions to creating a tailored return to work plan.
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Campaign

Employer Support

Awards

Discover more about our how our campaign
aims to improve mental wellbeing policies,
create better work environments and reduce
long term absence.

Our online resource hub has been
developed by us to offer articles and
videos on workplace mental health.

We celebrate businesses who use
methods to protect their team’s mental
health, with an annual awards event.

For more information, please visit legalandgeneral.com/notaredcard

Please contact us for
more details about what
we can cover, the support
we can provide and how
we assess claims.
Q0060599 05/20
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